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The Institute for Human Sciences at Boston University serves as a forum for new, non-partisan debate, research, and education in the matters of international (especially transatlantic) relations, introducing European insights and experiences to American debates on major social and political issues, and bringing American perspectives to bear on European discussions. It is affiliated with the Vienna based Institut für die Wissenschaften vom Menschen (IWM), an independent, interdisciplinary center for advanced study in the humanities and social sciences.
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The Polish American Networking Organization (PANO) is the only Polish not-for-profit organization focused on professional networking. PANO takes a leading role in facilitating career opportunities, mentoring relationships and networking relationships for its members, with emphasis on education and personal growth. NetNites - monthly networking events - gather students, working professionals, business representatives, university professors, lawyers and artists, who come together to actively put PANO’s mission to work.

www.pano-boston.org